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Matroidal families were introduced by SimiSes-Ferefra [S]. Altb~ough we know uncountably 
many matroidai families of simple graphs and infinitely many matroidal families with multi- 
graphs as members, it is an open question how one can find ail matroidal families. In this paper 
we give a solution of this problem by cxtain submodular fuoctiorls on the set of all finite graphs 
characterizing the families of connected graphs being matroidal families. 
1. IntrQduction 
Let 9 be the set of all finite graphs, where loops and multiple edges are 
allowed, and &, c $ the set of all fluite simple graphs. For a graph G = (V, E) and 
for Xc E we denote the subgraph of G induced by the edges of X by G ] X. 
Further we denote the number of vertices by a(G), the number of edges by K(G) 
and the number of components by a(G). 
Deenition Ll. Let 111 be a finite set and % c 2M a system d non-empty subsets of 
A4 The pair (M, %) is called a matroid on M, if the following axioms hold: 
(cl) No element of ‘& contains properly another element of %. 
(C2) If C, C’ E Q. C# C’ and x E C n C’, then (C U C’) - (x} contains an element 
C” of CQ. 
The elements of % are called the circuits of the matroid (M, Ce). 
In this paper we presuppose a knowledge of matroid theory; our standard 
reference is Welsh [9:. 
D&B&~ 1.2 A matmidaI family of graphs is a non-empty set of finite con- 
nected graphs 9 such that, given any graph G, the edge-sets of the subgraphs of 
G isomorphic to members of 8 may be regarded as the circuits of a matroid on 
the edge-set of G, denoted by Jc1(G, 9) and called the 3-matroid of G. 
Analogously we may define matroidal families of simple graphs. Sim6es-Pereira 
[S] introduced mat&da1 families in 1972 and discovered four of them: 90, PI, 
OOlZ-365XB4/$3.00 @ 1984, Elsetieir Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
Let f+J be !rJle set of non-negative integers and denote isomorphic graphs by 
G = 41, union of graphs by G UH and intersection of graphs by G fU+. 
De&&&m 2JL A map f: 48 *IBd is, said to be a matroidul function on 3, if the 
f&lo&g con&&ons hold: 
(I) f(G) = 0, if E(G) = 9. 
(2) G’*H ‘+ f(;G} = f(H). 
(3) f is nondecreasing: 
G=,H 3 f@)~fWl. 
(4) f is submodular: 
f(G~li)+f(GnH)sf(G)f f(H) for aU G,HE% 
(5) If GE ‘8 has components GI,. . . , G,, then 
f(G) = i f(G& 
k-1. 
EXSSQW 2.2. Let n, r be integers with n>0 arid --n+,lCrsl, then f,,:$+N 
defined by 
i,,o:=p 
2 B(G) t- $4 
i3t l a(G)+o(G) l (t-l), if E(G) JP, 
is a matroidal function on 9. 
In the -Ssime wqy’ we may define matroidal functions on go. Clearly the 
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restriction fjqO of a matroidal function f on $ is a matroidal function on %&-). On 
the other hand for every matroidal function on ‘+I0 there exists a natural extension 
on ‘S, which we obtain in the following way: consider the map P: %? -+ So with 
P(G) := Go as the graph one obtains by removing all loops of G and identifying 
parallel edges. Then the composition foP with @P)(G) = f(G,J is an extension of 
a matroidal function f on “s, to %. 
There is a nice correspondence between mat&la1 functions and matroidal 
families given by the following lemma and Theorem 3.6. 
b U. Let S be a mutroidul family, then f(G) := rg A(G, S) defines a 
mat&la1 function on 3, where rg denotes the rank-function of the matvoid 
A(G, ;9). 
Rwi. If E(G) = $4, then rg A(G, 9) = 0. f is nondecreasing and submodular 
because of the corresponding properties of rank-functions. Further isomor@c 
graphs have isomorphi” ‘P 9-matroids and hence their images under f are equal. 
SCf~~its are ctinnected subgraphs of G and th: S-matroid of G is the direct 
sum of the S-matroids of the coml.?xnents of G; so f satisfies condition (5) of 
Definition 2.1. Cl 
‘Ibwt5 3.l. Let f k a matroidal functicvt on 3 and let 3’(j) be the set of all G E 9 
kaoing ihe pn.q3erties 
(1) K(G) =f(a)+ 1, 
(2) G is minimal with (1). 
1f 5?(f) is non-empty, theta 9?(f) is a matroidal famiZy. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary graph. Let f’ : 2E*bj + bJ be defined as fo;:~ws: for 
each XC E(G), f’(X) := f(G 1 X). The function f is nondecreasing, submodular 
and f’(g) = 0. Such a function defines a matroid M on E(G), whose independent 
sets are the XC E(G) with f’( Y’) 3 1 yl for ail Y c X (see Welsh [SD. We have to 
show that JIc(G, Y?u)) = Jcc or more pre,, c;ealg, that the circuits of A! are exactly the 
sets Zc E(G) satisfying 
(3.2) lZ(=f’(Z)+l=f(G IZ)+l, 
(3.3) Z is minimal with (3.2). 
It suffices to show 
(3.4) If Z is a circuit of A, then it satisfies (3.2). 
(3.5) If Z satisfies (3.2), then Z is dependent in A. 
(3.5) follows immediately from p’(Z) = lZ( - 1 and the definition of independent 
sets of AL Now we consider a circuit Z of A; Z being dependent, we have 
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